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the literacy rate in the village has increased steadily since the time of santhosh's father. there are schools in every nook and corner of the village. it was during the time of british rule that the primary school came to existence. the school is run by a local person. sahodhara kuvadu
(transl.journey) on safari tv is a social documentary telecast and written by santhosh george kulangara. the show is based on indian rural life, particularly in the malayalam-speaking regions of kerala and is being aired on 09:30 am and 10 am every weekday. it is believed to be the first

internet television in kerala. sahodhara mahatama (transl.achievement) is a television show aired on safari tv, written and directed by santhosh george kulangara. it is based on how the youth of a village goes about 'achieving' things which appear impossible. it airs on 09:30 pm and
10 pm (ist) every saturday. it is believed to be the first internet television in kerala. sahodhara kuttanadan (transl.naukku) on safari tv, written and directed by santhosh george kulangara, is based on the socio-economical, cultural, political and religious aspects of a village. it airs on
09:30 pm and 10 pm (ist) every weekday and re-telecasted the next day four times. sahodhara dibbaad (transl.exploration) on safari tv, written and directed by santhosh george kulangara, is a search for the meaning of life. it airs on 09:30 pm and 10 pm (ist) every weekday and re-

telecasted the next day four times. sahodhara ezhamkeezhuthudu (transl.simple) on safari tv, written and directed by santhosh george kulangara, is a simple malayalam cooking show and airs on 09:30 pm and 10 pm (ist) every weekday and re-telecasted the next day four times. it is
directed by santhosh george kulangara.
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many of the villagers are so loyal to this place, but he is a dreamer. he paints a thrilling picture of his village and his town. the village as well as the town are situated among lush green mountains and so beautiful that the sight is beyond imagination. the literacy rate in this village is
very high. it is the source of excellent quality of education. the literacy rate is estimated to be above 90%. in the nearby towns, the literacy rate is about 85%. the village has no connection with the roads and the villages nearby. it is a village where almost all the people are literate. the

primary school has been working since the time of british rule in india. santhosh has won many literary awards for the books that he has written. santhosh works as an official with the central government. santhosh's book "udayam" has been translated into malayalam. it has been
included in the malayalam anthology "folklore as folk memory." in it, he narrates the origin of a temple where there is no historical evidence of the existence of a temple before a hundred years ago. santhosh's short stories are easy to understand. santhosh is an ardent fan of k s

krishnan, a former national secretary of the dravida munnetra kazhagam party. krishnan himself is an ardent fan of santhosh. people from a faraway place came to the village. they were welcomed in the village. the moment they reached the village, they were arrested by the local
administration for drug trafficking. when santhosh heard of this, he left his village with his wife and went to kerala to meet the state and central government. he pleaded to them to look into the matter and clear the drug traffickers from the village. the state government took action

within a few days. 5ec8ef588b
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